Upper-level Concentrations & Minor Declaration Form

Overview:
Please read all directions carefully and complete the entire form. Incomplete forms will be rejected and as a result may not be processed on time.

This form is used by sophomore students to declare their upper-level (junior/senior) concentrations and minor areas of study. Changes to this form made after the sophomore year may cause a student to take additional course and or delay their estimated graduation date.

Student Information:

Full Name: __________________________ UID: __________________________

Date: ______/_____/____ Class of: _______ Reason: □ Initial declaration
□ Change of declaration

Month / Day / Year

Concentration Areas of Study: Select two concentrations. The two concentrations CAN NOT be the same.

First Concentration

□ Economics & Statistics
□ Management
□ Multimedia and Web Design
□ Public Policy

Second Concentration

□ Economics & Statistics
□ Management
□ Multimedia and Web Design
□ Public Policy

Minor Area of Study:

□ Economics (closed for students in Economics Concentration)
□ Public Policy (closed for students in PP Concentration)

International Relations
□ No Minor

Affirmation of Consent:

I, the undersigned, affirm with my signature that I have read and understand the directions and disclaimers provided in this document.

Student Signature and date: __________________________ / ____________

Academic Advisor signature and date: __________________________ / ____________

*The form needs to be submitted to the students primary advisor
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